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with any other system, and at any rate of speed. The intro- 
duction of air motors can be gradual ; one motor can be tried, 
and, if satisfactory, the number can be increased to a full 
equipment. The steam required for electric or cable lines 
can furnish the little that is required for an experimental 
compressor, and will be more than sufficient for a full equip- 
ment. No outside expenditure whatever is required-no 
conduits, poles or wires. In this respect it differs from 
other systems, and permits a test to be made at a minimum 
of cost; but compressed air motors can no longer be con- 
sidered as experiments. While they may not have attained 
the utmost limit of perfection of which they are capable, 
the experience in Europe, in Rome, N. Y., and in the City 
of New York, should be sufficient to satisfy the most 
skeptical. 

SPEED VARIATIONS IN CRANK SHAFTS. 

BY GEORGE P. STARKWEATHER. 

A portion of the following discussion has appeared in 
cruder form in two numbers of the Yale Scientific Monthly, 
a magazine conducted by and for the students of the Shef- 
field Scientific School. Subsequently the writer pursued 
the matter further, and thought the whole to be of sufficient 
interest to warrant a wider publication. 

The so-called exact method of discussing engine dyna- 
mics, as given in Prof. D. S. Jacobus’ paper (see Trans. A. 
.S. M. E., Vol. XI), is inexact in one particular, namely, that 
in calculating the acceleration of the reciprotiating parts of 
the engine the angular speed of the crank is assumed to be 
constant. The error thus introduced, however, is inappre- 
ciable. As this method is very laborious, the following 
simpler one is given, which, excepting that it does not take 
friction into account, is quite as exact. It has the drawback 
that the only joint pressure obtainable is the tangential 
component of the crank-pin pressure. Afterwards, a method 
for correcting the above-mentioned error is shown. 
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In Fig. I, a-c-e-f is the indicator diagram, the back and 
full pressure lines being taken, of course, from opposite 
cards, so as to obtain the effective piston pressure ; 0 P is 
the crank, PB the connecting rod, G the center of gravity of 
the latter, and C its instantaneous center of motion. Let M 
be the mass of the rod, and I1 its moment of inertia about G. 
In obtaining M, 1, and the position of G, the mass of the 
piston, piston-rod and crosshead is considered as a part of 
the connecting-rod concentrated at B; this is evidently 
allowable so far as considerations of energy are concerned. 

FIG. I. 

Let 1’ be the moment of inertia of the rod about C, and 
W’ its angular speed about the same point, W, being the 
average angular speed of the crank. Represent 0 P, G P, 
B P, G H, C P and C G by Y, 1’ Y, vz Y, h, p and a, respectively. 
Then the energy of the rod is E = 4 P zvf2 + A4 g ,S, 
the potential energy due to the weight being reckoned from 
the level B 0. (For vertical engines, instead of A, we would 
use 0 fY.) 
Now, ?“, _ y wa ??-- - 

P 

and I’ = 1, $ A44 na ; 
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Also, 

and 

SO 

where r is given by siz t+ = ----, 
WC 

and 
; 

LOS B I 

m cos $0 1/ wcz + (~79 - I) tan2 i’ 

(For vertical engines, instead of the last term, 
have MgOH=Mg(Ircoscp-j-rcosl9) 

ZZ Mgrcos8 [f (5> + I]. 

we would 

This expression for E is the same for 8 and (36oO - I!?), 
except that, in the case of horizontal engines, the last term 
changes sign. It must be noted that for values of 8 be- 

tween go0 and ISOO, 7 is negative. 
P 

If it be desired to neglect the side swing, and to assume 
that the connecting rod has the same motion as the piston, 
which is commonly done, we have only to set I, I1 and k 
equal to m, o and o, respectively. We have then 

E=MY2W,2 2 [w? (;)g-27?z (5> cm (e + $0) + I]. 

But E can be obtained graphically with the greatest 
simplicity. We may consider the connecting-rod to consist 
of two material particles, provided these have the same 
total masses, the same center of ‘gravity and the same iner- 
tia about that center. Let m, and m2 be the masses of these 
particles, p, and p2 their distances from G along the line of 
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the connecting-rod, and k the radius of inertia 
about G. Then 

MI -I- %2 = M, ml p, = ‘% Pz, % PI2 i- ?%7 PZ 
which give p, p, = K”. 

I35 

of the rod 

= MK?, 

Choosep, such that m2 will lie at P, and let S be the cor- 
responding position of m,. Draw a circle of radius 0 Tsuch 
that 0 T : 0 P = B S : B P. Where this intersects 0 P 
project vertically to L, on the connecting-rod line. Then as 
the triangles 0 P L and C P S are similar, if we take 0 P to 
represent the velocity of the crank-pin, 0 L will represent 
the velocity ZJ~ of m,. 

Lay off 0 F to represent 2 , and on it as a diameter draw 
ml 

the semicircle 0 J F. With 0 as a center draw the arc L J, 
and drop the vertical J V. Then from the similar triangles 
JVOandFJO 

0V--oJ”=O~2 
OF OF’ 

But 0 L represents 21, and 0 F represents 2 ; 
m, 

so 0 V represents ml VI2 -.-~- 3 
2 

the kinetic energy of m,, to some scale sl. 
As regards this scale, if sz equals the scale 

second per inch to which 0 L represents v,, and 

s, zz.z -2. 
m,OF’ 

0 F being measured in inches, it is easily shown 
2 

s, zzz 5 . 
6 

in feet per 

that 

The kinetic energy of nz2 can be easily found, it having 
the velocity of the crank-pin, assumed as constant. Adding 
this to that of m,, and measuring 12, the total energy E is 
obtained. 

Here again, if we consider tie connecting-rod to have 
the same motion as the piston, m, becomes M(sometimes 
taken 3 44) and 0 L becomes 0 D. 
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When the crank is at the dead point let the energy be 
Es Then, as p, a and /z become m r, (m - I) r and O, re- 

spectively, E o= 2y$ [II -t MY2 (m - I)“], 

to which must be added for vertical engines Mg r (I + I). 
Let W be the work done by the expanding fluid while the 
crank has turned through the angle 0; this is the area 
a-b-c-d in the figure, and can easily be determined by pla- 
nimeter or ordinates. Since the energy of the connecting- 
rod has changed from E, to E, the work transmitted to the 
crank-pin is W- (E -- E,). In Fig. 2 lay off as an abscissa 
N L to represent 0, and as an ordinate L M equal to this 
total work transmitted to the crank-pin; plotting in this 
way we obtain a curve of total crank-pin work N M’ M Q. 
The resistance being’ in general constant, the work done 

FIG. 2. 

upon it is represented by a straight line, and since for a 
revolution it is the same as the work done on the crank-pin, 
the line is N R Q. 

Consequently, R M represents the energy gained by the 
fly-wheel while it has turned the angle 8, for it is the 
difference between the work received at the crank-pin and 
that transmitted by the belt. Measure the greatest posi- 
tive and negative values of this, R M and R’ JP ; their sum 
represents the fluctuation of fly-wheel energy K, and the 
fly-wheel inertia is obtained by substitution in the usual 

formula I=& 
& 

where k is the coefficient of unsteadiness allowed. 
R M probably cannot be measured accurately, owing to 

the scale of the drawing. It is accordingly better to measure 
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N L or B corresponding to R M This can be very exactly 
determined, as it is convenient to take the scale of abscissas 
large ; also, R M being a maximum, a small error in b, will 
affect the result very slightly. With this value of 0 find 
the value of L M by the formula: given, and 1; R by the simi- 
lar triangles NL R and N T Q. This gives R .4f, and in like 
manner R’ Ml. 

This &rve of total crank-pin work is mentioned by Prof. 
Cotterill, in his Applied Mechanics. He does not take the 
inertia of the reciprocating parts into account, however, 
and in this case it is, as he states, a longer method than 
that by resolution of forces. But, in the writer’s opinion, 
it is a shorter method when the inertia is to be con- 
sidered. 

The slope of the curve is proportional to the tangen- 
tial component of the crank-pin pressure ; where the slope 
changes sign indicates a reversal of that pressure. Where 
the curve crosses the line N Q gives us the crank positions 
at which the fly-wheel has the same speed as at the dead 
point, and, in general, any ordinate R M gives the energy of 
the fly-wheel as related to its energy at the dead point. In 
our present case, the maximum ‘R M is much greater than 
the minimum R’ A!‘, so the angular speed of the fly-wheel 
at the dead point is probably less than the mean speed. 

The preceding determines the fly-wheel inertia to con- 
trol the speed fluctuation as desired. Let us now suppose 
this inertia to be given or determined: we have to find 
the speed variations. It will be observed that if we find 
the speed at any one point, we have indirectly from Fig. z 
the speed at every point, since, knowing the inertia of the 
fly-wheel, we know the difference between the square of the 
velocity at any point and that at the given point. Trans- 
fer the ordinates R M to a horizontal base line, obtaining 
a curve as in Fig. 3. Draw Y S horizontal at such a dis- 
tance below N R that some ordinate M Q represents the 
kinetic energy of the fly-wheel at that moment. Then the 
ordinates from P S give directly + 1 w2, indirectly z’, the 
angular velocity at any point. We have to find one ordi- 
nate. 
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A writer in London Engineeri&,* who obtains this 
curve in a different manner, finds an ordinate by making 
either of two assumptions : 

(I) That the energy at the average speed is the mean 
of the extreme energies. 

(2) That the average speed is the mean of the extreme 
speeds. 

The latter is the assumption commonly made. ’ 
In the first case, calling w1 and w2 the extreme speeds, 

$lw,z= t 1 (WP + wz”). 
Wehavealso &~w~-&Iw~~=RM+R~LW, 

fromwhich +Iw,2=~(RM+RrM’+Iw,2), 

giving the distance of Y S below M. 

FIG. 3. 

In the second case “=J, = 4 (w1 + WJ7 
also &Iw,“--&lw;=RM -f- R’M’, 

from which 
*rw;= (RM+ R’M’ + 21~:) 

8 I w,” 

But .the ordinate N P can be found exactly without any 
assumptions by determining wO, the speed at the dead 
point, in the following manner : Call y any ordinate from 
N R of the curve in Fig. 3, abscissas B being measured 
from N. Then 

or 
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from which &L!! 
( 
23’ + 1-h 

W, IWO” > ’ 

Now, in every possible case, y will be less than + I r~,2, 
for the alternate condition would mean that the resistance 
is so great that the engine comes to rest. So we can develop 

by the binomial theorem in ascending powers of Izi2 
“1 

obtaining 

Integrating for 8 between the limits o and 2 r, and for t 

between o and one period, --F;$, 
& 

*- 
2iT 21c I __ = .._~~ - ___ 

1 Iwo3 o 
ydO$- 

m&f a WI3 

277 *A 

3 2Pw,5 .f’ Y2 d 0 - 2&&-, 0 s y3 d /3 + etc. 
o 0 

Call theseintegrals respectively S,, S,, S,, etc. Then 

or, 

w, = w, ( I-_ S + 3% 5 S, __-- 
2n/w,2 12 w,” 4KISX + etc. 

4 7: > 

S, is the area in Fig. 3 included between the curve and 
the line N R, areas below that line being reckoned as nega- 
tive. S, is twice the statical moment of the area about NR, 
all areas being considered as having a positive moment. S, 
is three times the second moment, or “moment of inertia ” 
of the area about N R, the moment of all areas below N R 
being reckoned negatively,; similarly for S,, etc. These 
quantities can be determined most easily by the integraph ; 
in any case it is best to take the parts of the curve above 
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the line separately from those below, adding with the proper 
signs afterwards. 

The terms in .S in the last equation are all small, and 
decrease in magnitude very rapidly. In fact, if K is the 
coefficient of unsteadiness, the terms in .S,, .S, and .S, are less 
than & K, Q P, and +. P, respectively, particularly so in the 
case of .S, and .S,. To find ZP,, dropping the terms in S, we 
find w, = w,. Substituting this for w, in the neglected 
terms, solve again for wO, repeating as often as necessary. 

We have thus found w,, and hence w for every crank 
position. We are accordingly able to make a first correction 
for the inaccuracy in the “ exact ” method, already men- 
tioned; for in obtaining the energy of the reciprocating 
parts, or the force necessary to accelerate them, we are able 
to use a first approximation to their true velocities and 
accelerations, instead of taking values based on a uniform 
crank speed. The curve in Fig. 3 can then be determined 
anew, and further approximations made as often as desired. 

It is not claimed that the last discussion given is easy of 
application, or, indeed, useful practically, but it completes 
the solution of the speed variations. 

ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BOARD OF MANAGERS OF THE 

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE. 

(For 1896.) 

The Board of Managers of the Franklin Institute of the State of Penn- 
sylvania for the Promotion of the Mechanic Arts, respectfully presents the 
following report of the operations of the Institute for the year 1896: 

MEMBERS. 

Members at the close of 1895 . . . . . . . . . . . 1,905 
Number of new members elected who have paid 

their dues in 1896 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ 84 

‘1989 

Lost by death, resignation and non-payment of dues, I22 

Total membership at the end of 1896 . . . . 1,867 


